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Minutes 

 
MEETING Marylebone Forum CIL Sub Committee  
VENUE Teams Video Call 
DATE 5th April 2022  
TIME 5:00pm 
 

Attendees 
    
YAEL SAUNDERS (YS -CHAIR) IAN MACPHERSON (IM)   
LUKE MOSSON (LM - MINUTES) GUY AUSTIN (GA)   
SHELIA D’SOUZA (SDS) ROSA HAN (RH)   
SARAH BUTTLEMAN (SB) ALAN BRISTOW (AB)   

 

Apologies  
 
STEPHEN EVANS   

 
 
 ACTION 

1. CIL Subcommittee Terms of Reference (Remit) 

1.1 SDS commended Andrea Merrington for drafting the Terms of Reference for the Planning 
Sub-Committee. SB in turn commended SDS for drafting the terms for the CIL sub-
committee.  

1.2 SDS noted that while having consistent Terms of Reference for all sub-committees has 
benefits, the two sub-committee have different functions. Therefore, referring to a ‘Remit’ 
for this sub-committee would be more appropriate, subject to any comment from the 
Forum. 

1.3 Committee discussed various minor amendments to the draft Remit. Namely, variations 
to wording including ensuring that reference is made to the Committee taking account of  
community benefit in its assessment of eligibility. Also, confirmation that it is the 
Committees recommendation that is put forward to the Forum Committee. SDS to amend 
Remit as discussed.  

1.4 Quorum was agreed to stand at 5. 

1.5 SB asked if the Committee should be judging applications on eligibility or merit. SDS 
commented that previous decisions have been made on a combination of locality and 
community benefit. YS highlighted the Forum survey and that this forms part of the 
reasoning for supporting applications, albeit this survey was undertaken in 2017.  
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1.6 Members concluded that an assessment of eligibility was vital, however as individuals we 
would make a more general assessment on whether applications could be deemed 
beneficial to the wider community.  

1.7 IM suggested a more formal timeframe for applicants to ensure application can be given 
full consideration in line with the Westminster City Council Cabinet CIL Committee dates. 
Members agreed that while there is benefit in this, it could prevent timely approval of CIL 
funds for applicants and some flexibility is required. 

1.8 SB suggested that the wording of the Remit could be adjusted to reference ‘consideration’ 
from the Forum rather than approval. This would allow for the Chair to consult the wider 
Forum when there is not an imminent Forum Committee, unless requested by members 
who have reservations about the recommendation(s).  

2. Submission of Applications to Westminster (WCC) 

2.1 SB questioned who should submit Forum-supported applications to WCC, the applicant 
or the Forum. RH confirmed that it should be the Forum who make the submissions.    

2.2 SB suggested that Penny Alexander could make the submission. YS to speak with 
Penny.  

3. Promotion of CIL Fund to Community 

3.1 SDS flagged the Sub-Committees role in publicising CIL and encouraging diverse 
community groups to apply for funding and emphasised the need to focus on this. 

3.2 SDS will ask Stephen Evans for a copy of a community organisation list as a starting 
point for future promotion. A future letter/e-mail to these organisations could include the 
relevant dates when WCC considers applications.  

3.3 LM stated that both The HDWE and Portman Estate could utilise their social media 
channels and community/charity connections to ensure as many people are aware of the 
CIL fund as possible.  

3.4 YS highlighted that while such publicity is vital and should be continued, the Committee 
would also need to support and assist community groups to compile their applications. 

4. Consideration of Neighbourhood CIL Applications 

Application from St Marylebone Parish Church (Roof Works) 

4.1 Committee agreed that the application would provide a wider community benefit by 
ensuring safety of the building and health centre. LM highlighted that the works had been 
considered essential to prevent access to the building being restricted. Regard to the 
buildings Grade I Listed status was also highlighted.  

4.2 YS highlighted wording of a ‘gift’ may need to be changed to reflect the formalities of the 
CIL process.  

4.3 All members supported the application (AB had left meeting prior to vote).  

Application from St Marylebone CE School (Conversion to form new classroom) 

4.4 SB left the meeting given her interest in the application.  

4.5 GA asked why such works were not funded by the Dept for Education. SDS explained 
that funding for Faith Schools is complex as their premises are privately owned but they 
provide state-funded education for everyone. Additional external funding is often required 
to bring forward necessary changes. SDS highlighted this is the only non-fee paying  
secondary school in the Forum area. 
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4.6 Application was supported by all members present.  

5. AOB 

5.1 None highlighted 

6. Date of Next Meeting 

6.1 TBC 

 


